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I would like to thank the Cavaliers of the Northeast for inviting me to judge, and to the committee 
for all of their hard work putting the show together.  My thanks to the exhibitors for my entries and 
for letting me go over their lovely cavaliers.  Thanks to Joe Birbeck for organizing taking us to lunch, 
booking taxis, and for keeping us informed throughout the show.  My thanks to my ring stewards for keeping 
everything running smoothly.  On Saturday night Jeffery and Bobbie Weinstein invited us to their home for a 
BBQ.  It was a wonderful night.  Sunday night Joe organized dinner and a nice evening to end our trip, 
joined by people who stayed behind after the show.   
 
 
DOGS 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY DOG  (4) 
 

1. DIORCHAVON DOCTOR LOU ON CALL  (Bialek) 
Nice Blenheim puppy.  So well balanced, excellent mover both going and coming.  Handsome head 
with nicely broken markings, dark eyes, nice expression.  One to watch in the future. 
Awarded him BEST PUPPY DOG. 

 
2. WATERS EDGE NEW TREASURE  (Walzer/Walzer) 

Lovely type Blenheim puppy, just needs time.  A bit smaller than the first.  Well shaped body shape, 
sweet head with expressive eyes, black pigment, moved well around the ring. 

 
3. AUTUMN HILL LETS DANCE  (Parente/Green) 

I did like this puppy.  He let himself down misbehaving.  He did not settle on the day.  Scored in 
head for type, large dark eyes, good ear placements, well bodied with plenty of coat. 

 
4. LOOKOUT SECRET AGENT MAN AT TYEWN  (Knauss/May) 

Well broken Blenheim, just a bit plain in the head for me.  Well balanced, moved well. 
 
 
GRADUATE PUPPY DOG  (2) 
 

1. ISLEPOSEA WALK ON FERRY  (Hoehn) 
Nicely Broken Blenheim of ideal size, lovely head, dark eyes, black nose pigment, well placed ears, 
with plenty of feather, level top-line, good angles, moved well around the ring. 

 
2. COBRNIK REED BUNTING  (Tegg) 

Ruby puppy rich in colour and texture, nice size, well-balanced, overall pleasing head shape, 
just needed to settle today. 

 
 
NOVICE DOG  (2) 
 

1. NIGHTINGALE SUGAR DADDY  (Mulligan) 
Grand dog with nice head markings, good ear length, black nose pigment, lovely shaped body 
with a level top-line, which showed on the move. 

 
2. CHEW CREEK FERNANDO  (Dephillip) 

Tricolour dog very heavily marked for me, handsome head with tan in all right places, dark eyes and 
nose pigment.  Compact body shape, but he did not hold his tail right on the move. 
 



JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED DOG  (1) 
 

1. SHERAH TAKE A CHANCE ON ME  (Crommett) 
Nicely marked tricolour with rich tan markings, attractive head, good ear and eye placements, liked 
his size and overall balance, needed to settle down. 

 
 
AMERICAN BRED DOG  (4) 
 

1. CHADWICK SHOOTING UPWARDS AT CEILIMOR 
Blenheim dog, Very glamorous head, Dark eyes and nose pigment, good scissor bite, nice top-line, 
and angulations, full of coat, showed well for his handler. Very happy moving around the ring. 
Awarded him RESERVE WINNERS DOG 

 
2. PICCADIL DREAM A LIL DREAM OF ME  (York) 

Well broken Tricolour.  Full of coat, good head markings, rich tan, showed a little white in one eye 
which spoilt the expression for me, but overall nice body shape, good reach of neck, level top-line, 
good outline moving around the ring. 

 
3. GLENELLEN ROYAL ROOKIE  (Murphy) 

Lovely head, dark eyes and black nose pigment, good mouth, very sound, nicely angled hindquarters, 
moved well for his handler. 

 
4. ALMEARA I BELIEVE, JW  (Parente) 

This is another nice dog from this kennel, who would not show for me on the day, but he got better 
for the other judges.  Sound dog with a handsome head, ears framing a lovely expression, good 
pigmented eyes, black nose.  Short coupled, good top-line, moved freely around the ring. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM DOG  (4) 
 

1. TRULUV PRINCE CHARMING  (Nikaci) 
Handsome Blenheim, good ear placements, dark eye, and nose pigment, showing off a beautiful 
expression, good reach of neck, nice spring of rib, level top-line, nicely presented, moved out well.      

 
2. FIELDSEDGE AVOGADROS NUMBER  (Slusher/Slusher) 

Smaller than one, nice head, good ear set, lovely eyes, black nose, well laid shoulders, level 
top-line, and free movement. 

 
3. DREAMVALE DEVIL WITHOUT A CAUSE  (Perini/Sage) 

Well broken Blenheim who never stopped showing for his handler.  His head is all in proportion, 
nice round eyes, black nose, lovely body shape, moved well. 

 
4. HIDDENCREEK ONE SHOT OF PATRON  (Weinstein/Green) 

Blenheim dog who would not settle for me, showed with his tail down and it spoilt his outline. 
Honest dog with good proportions in all the right places. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOR DOG  (3) 
  

1. CHADWICK CODE BLACK  (McCarty/Eckersley) 
Another nice tricolour dog from this kennel, certainly breeding to type, handsome head, with tan in 
all the right places, nice round eyes and black nose, sweet expression, well laid shoulder placements, 
nice hindquarters, level top-line  looked lovely moving around the ring. 
BEST TRICOLOR IN SHOW, BEST TRICOLOR DOG 

 
 
 



2. JUST DRESSED TO IMPRESS OF GILLBROOK  (Venier/Venier) 
Smaller Tricolour than one, just needs to fill out more, lovely head and expression, clear tan 
markings, short-coupled, good angles throughout, showed nicely on the move. 

 
3. STELLER ROMANCING THE STONE AT TYEWN  (Knauss/Rose) 

A nice tri head, with well set ears, dark eye and nose pigment, carried a bit more weight than the 
other two, but showed well and moved well. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY DOG  (3) 
 

1. TOMNEE'S GOLDEN SKY  (Meager/Wise) 
Small ruby, well presented, lovely head, dark eyes, black pigment, nice expression, good body 
shape, plenty of feathering, moved OK.   
BEST RUBY DOG IN SHOW, BEST RUBY DOG 

 
2. KHATIBI ONE IN VERMILLION  (Maddox) 

This was a very nice ruby dog, but he just did not settle for me on the day.  Someone who has a 
lot to offer the breed.  Strong masculine head, well cushioned under the eyes, black nose pigment, 
lovely ear set, good spring of rib, and well laid shoulders, very rich in colour, moved very well 
around the ring. 

 
3. CARLEN DANDINI  (Atkinson) 

Very rich in colour, nice head with dark eyes and black nose, good angles throughout, dropped 
his top line on the move. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN DOG  (1) 
 

1. KALAIS SHIVER ME TIMBERS  (Hess) 
Stood alone in this class.  Nice head, ear set nicely placed with plenty of feathering, black nose 
pigment, would have liked a larger eye, short coupled,with plenty of rib, level top line, coat of 
good length, moved and showed.  
BEST BLACK-AND-TAN IN SHOW, BEST BLACK-AND-TAN DOG 

 
 
OPEN DOG (4) 
 

1. CH CHADWICK JET SETTER AT HUDSONVIEW, JW  (Glynn/Glynn) 
Just the dog I was looking for and he did not disappoint.  Full of type and quality, with his well-set 
ears, lovely melting eyes and black nose pigment, that gave him that lovely soft expression.  Good 
reach of neck flowing into nicely placed shoulders, level top line, nice spring of rib, well angulated 
hindquarters, on the move he did not put a foot wrong, standing four-square he made a beautiful 
picture.  I had no hesitation awarding him 
BEST IN SHOW, WINNERS DOG, BEST AMERICAN BRED IN SHOW, BEST 
BLENHEIM IN SHOW, BEST AMERICAN BRED DOG, BEST BLENHEIM DOG.  

 
2. BELCARRA STRAIGHT SHOT REMINGTON OF BEAR RIVER RANCH  (Toepfer) 

Another dog with a lot to offer.  Well broken markings, nice head, well cushioned, under lovely 
dark eyes, black nose pigment, long ears giving him that soft expression, short coupled, well 
angulated, and plenty of coat, he moved freely around the ring. 

 
3. CH CHADWICK TELLTALE AUTHOR, JW  (Eckersley) 

This breeder just keeps churning them out!  She certainly is breeding for type, with a super head, and 
lovely long feathered ears, set right.  Nose a little off today.  Liked his size and out line, good spring 
of rib, moved well going and coming. 
 



4. CH DREAMVALE FOLLOW ALL MY MOVES  (Perini/Sage) 
Another worthy champion.  A Blenheim boy with plenty to give, nice head with clear markings, 
good nose pigment, soft expression, nice body shape, plenty of coat, looked good on the move.  It 
was a shame he had something in his eyes that made them close. 

 
 
SENIOR OPEN DOG  (1) 
 
CH CHANTISMERE CAST A SPELL ON CORDUKE  (Mulligan) 
One of the best movers of the day, nine years old, gave the other dogs a run for their money.  Masculine head 
with clear head markings,dark eye and black nose pigment,Strong honest 
dog with plenty of bone, good reach of neck, level top line, nice angles and plenty of drive 
from the back.     Awarded him   BEST VETERAN DOG IN SHOW. 
 
 
 
BITCHES 
 
 
JUNIOR PUPPY  (6) 
 

1. PIAFFE LEMON DROP AT KARMET  (Mandeville/Rychilk) 
Blenheim puppy of 7 months.  Lovely type, ideal size for age, well balanced head, nicely set ears, 
giving her that lovely soft expression.  Still very much a baby, but should develop into something 
nice. 

 
2. AUTUMNHILL ALL SHE WANTS TO DO IS DANCE  (Parente/Green) 

Very Pretty Blenheim, excellent in outline and movement, good neck from well placed shoulders. 
Typical cavalier head and expression, pushed number one hard. 

 
3. TIBBEDON SILVER BELLES  (Tibbetts) 

Well marked Blenheim. Nice head with clear markings, lovely eyes and dark nose pigment, 
movement just let her down today. 

 
4. KALAIS MIMSY  (Hess) 

Lovely Black-and-Tan.  Beautiful shiny coat, nice head with rich tan markings, good reach of neck, 
level top-line, moved well. 

 
 
SENIOR PUPPY BITCH  (4) 
 

1. LINRICA REACH FOR THE STARS  (Liu) 
Nicely marked Blenheim, very pretty, nice ear placements, big brown eyes, black nose pigment, 
showing off a nice expression.  Short coupled, nice hindquarters, good outline when she stood, 
showing all the time for her handler. 

 
2. DARANE JANE EYRE  (Hossler/Kates) 

Black-and-Tan in good coat with that lovely sheen, nice for size, head and expression appealing, 
good body shape, moved around the ring well. 

 
3. WUTHERING HEIGHTS  (Kates) 

Litter sister to number two, Well made tri, good head, nice body shape, tan in all the right places, 
looked good on the move. 

 
4. GRACELYN MAKING WAVES  (Gregory) 

Another good moving tri bitch, well bodied, nice angulations, good head, tan in all the right 
places, moved nicely. 



GRADUATE PUPPY BITCH  (4)  
 

1. ORCHARDHILL GOTTA ADORE ME  (Venier/Venier) 
Eye-catching youngster, well presented, lovely soft feminine expression, liked her shape and 
overall conformation, moved and showed well, going and coming. 

 
2. BONITOS COMPANEROS ZENTA  (Scanlan) 

A shame she had to come up against number one.  Super little bitch, pretty head and expression, 
nicely balanced body, moderate neck, well laid shoulders, moved well. 

 
3. PICCADIL SIX PACK GUINESS BLONDE  (York) 

Well marked Blenheim, just needed a bit more weight for me, beautiful eyes and black nose pigment 
giving her a lovely expression, good neck and shoulders, level top-line, moved well going and 
coming. 

 
4. BONITOS COMPANEROS XAVERIA OF WELMFORTH  (Lasser) 

This bitch was the opposite of number three, as she carried a bit too much weight for me.  Nice head, 
carried her ears well, black nose pigment, scissor bite, sweet expression, very heavily marked, good 
spring of rib, good strong hindquarters, showed and moved well. 

 
 
NOVICE BITCH  (2) 
 

1. AUTUMNHILL HONKY TONK ANGEL  (Parente) 
Just loved this little Ruby Puppy of 8 months.  She stole my heart.  Very nice rich ruby colour, so 
full of type and quality, well balanced head, nicely set ears, giving her that lovely soft expression.  
Still very much a baby, but should develop into something really nice. 
Awarded her   BEST PUPPY IN SHOW, BEST PUPPY BITCH  

 
CHADWICK SAY YES TO THE DRESS  (Eckersley) 
Due To this bitch not being eligible to be in this class, the 3rd place winner goes into 2nd place. 

 
2. SHERAH ALL DRESSED UP  (Crommett) 

She lacked a bit colour for me, very lightly marked.  She had nice round eyes and pigment, giving 
that sweet expression, good firm body, moved out well. 

 
 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH  (3) 
 

1. PIAFFE WITH A STELLA  (Rychlik) 
Well marked Blenheim.  Pleasing head with large dark eyes, black nose pigment, good reach of 
neck, flowing into well laid shoulders, nice angulated hindquarters, well balanced on the move. 

 
2. SUNJAYS KISS ME KATE  (Hellman) 

Another showy Blenheim bitch, never stopped wagging, pretty head, good ear set, beautiful eyes, 
dark pigment, compact body with a good top-line, stepped out soundly on the move. 

 
3. LINRICA KISSED BY A ANGEL  (Hsiung/Liu) 

Very close between these three, well marked Blenheim with rich tan markings, pretty eyes, black 
nose, sweet expression, sound in all quarters, moved well. 

 
 
JUNIOR AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (3) 
 

1. CHADWICK RIOTOUS  (Eckersley) 
A tri bitch with immense quality, lovely type, ideal size, well balanced head with rich tan markings 
in all the right places, nicely set ears giving her that soft expression, good neck from well-placed 
shoulders, good turn of stifle, short coupled, moved well showing off her best bits. 



2. PICCCADIL SIX PACK PAULIE GIRL  (York) 
Heavily marked tricolor, pretty headed bitch, so feminine, showed a little white in one eye, but it did 
not distract, lovely coat with plenty of feathering, well angulated body portions, showed to her 
advantage. 

 
 
AMERICAN BRED BITCH  (5) 
 

1. PICCADIL GODDESS OF VICTORY  (York) 
Well broken Blenheim, nice head and expression, lovely expressive eyes, good pigment, lovely to 
go over, body and outline good, moved around ring soundly, 

 
2. LINRICA ROSE PETALS  (Liu) 

Heavily marked Blenheim, pretty head with clear face markings, eyes and ear placements just right, 
nicely balanced body, handled expertly, moved and showed well. 

 
3. CHADWICK OH LA LA OF CHARDOMONT, JW  (Greak/ Cromer/Eckersley) 

Nice Blenheim with a spot, dark eyes and good nose pigment, good reach of neck, nice angles 
throughout, movement was all over the place, but showed well. 

 
4. PIAFFE IN THE TULIPS  (Rychlik) 

Nicely broken Blenheim bitch, nice head, good nose pigment, dark eyes, short coupled, plenty of rib, 
moved well. 

 
 
HEALTH AND CONFORMATION BITCH  (1) 
 

1. KISSABELLA  ARABELLA  (Bronowicka) 
Six years old, Blenheim, Looked really good for her age, lovely head, long feathered ears, dark eyes 
giving her that sweet expression, pigment was a bit off, but she had a nice set of teeth, 
short coupled, well angulated.  Movement was good going and coming. 

 
 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLENHEIM BITCH  (7) 
 

1. NIGHTINGALE AGAINST THE WIND AT FALLING SPRINGS, JW  (Curley) 
Blenheim of excellent type all through, so well made with delightful and complimentary markings, 
head type very appealing, dark eyes and pigment, short coupled, well angulated hindquarters, looked 
good on the move. 

 
2. SUNJAYS RUMOR HAS IT  (Hellman) 

Heavily marked Blenheim, good head shape, sweetest of expression, good reach of neck, level top-
line, very steady on the move.  

 
3. LINRICA MIGNON MOCHI  (Liu) 

Another nice Blenheim, who also is heavily marked, lovely head with nice eyes and black nose 
pigment, short coupled, well angulated, moved and showed well. 

 
4. BONITOS COMPANEROS JOSEPHINE OF WELMFORTH  (Lasser) 

Well marked Blenheim, a bit over weight for me, nice head, good ear placements, dark eyes and 
black nose pigment, good spring of rib, level top-line, showed nicely for her handler. 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT TRICOLOUR BITCH  (1) 
 

1. SHERAH BEST DRESSED  (Crommett) 
Stood alone, this well broken tricolour bitch, with a lovely ear set framing a sweet head, with nice 
eyes and pigment, tan in all the right places, good firm body shape, nice spring of rib, moved around 
the ring once she settled down. 



SPECIAL LIMIT RUBY BITCH  (2) 
 

1. KALAIS YESSIREE  (Hess) 
Small Ruby bitch, very rich in colour, short coupled, lovely head, good dark eyes and nose pigment, 
never stopped showing. 

 
2. CARLEN NUTIN BUT TROUBLE FERGIE  (Close) 

Another ruby bitch, very rich in colour, nice head, good dark eyes and pigment, good spring of 
rib, showed and moved well.  Number One just won this class on the wag. 
 

 
SPECIAL LIMIT BLACK-AND-TAN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. DARANE TRUE COLOURS  (Kates) 
Another Black-and-Tan bitch who stood alone in her class.  Very nice black-and-tan in superb coat 
colour and texture.  Beautifully presented, sweet head, good ear placements, dark eye and nose 
pigment, short coupled, well-sprung ribs, very good movement going and coming. 
 

 
OPEN BITCH  (4) 
“What can I say about this class, when these 4 bitches came into the class, I knew I was going to 
have a tough decision.  Four lovely bitches.” 
 

1. CH CHADWICK SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY, JW  (Eckersley) 
This breeder certainly knows how to pull them out of the bag.  Just the most elegant and feminine 
bitch, lovely melting expression with gorgeous dark eyes.  Beautiful outline, just the right size with 
the correct amount of bone, good shoulder placements, level top-line while standing and moving, 
wonderful out going temperament. Had know hesitation awarding her 
WINNERS BITCH, RESERVE BEST IN SHOW, BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX, BEST 
BRED BY EXHIBITOR IN SHOW, BEST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH.   
 
“I found out later that my two ‘Best Winners’ were littermates!” 

 
2. CH CHADWICK DRAMA, JW  (Hoehn/Eckersley) 

Another outstanding bitch from this kennel.  She stood out for type, with the sweetest head and 
expression. 
Large dark eyes and wonderful pigment, sound in all quarters, good neck and shoulderplacements, 
held a level top-line on the move.  Just lost out on top honours.  Awarded her 
RESERVE BEST IN SHOW 

 
3. CH FOXWYN A LIKELY STORY OF CHARDOMONT  (Greak/Cromer/Baker-Fox) 

Well presented Blenheim bitch, heavly marked with plenty of coat, pretty head good pigment, ears 
of the right length and set right, sound body, short coupled, moved and showed well for her handler. 

 
4. CHANTISMERE CARRIEANNA  (Tibbetts) 

Beautifully marked Blenheim, nice head with rich tan markings, sweet expression, dark eyes and 
pigment, well balanced throughout, looked good on the  move with her tail stretched out. 

 
 
SENIOR OPEN BITCH  (1) 
 

1. CH DARANE RED SONJA, JW  (Kates) 
Nine year old Ruby bitch, of immence quality, feminine head, ears set well on the head with 
plenty of feathering, sweet appealing eyes giving her that melting expression, good reach of neck, 
nice shoulder placement, lovely hindquarters, tail set was good on the move. 
She did not enter the veteran class so she did not challenge the dog for best veteran. 

 



VETERAN DOG  (1) 
 

CH CHANTISMERE CAST A SPELL ON CORDUKE  (Mulligan) 
See  Senior Open Dog   

 
 
VETERAN BITCH  (1) 
 

CH DARANE RED SONJA, JW  (Kates) 
See Senior Open Bitch 

 
 
 
Judge  Mrs. Ann  Moffat   
 
Milkeyn Cavaliers 
 


